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A FOUR�NEUTRINO TEXTURE IMPLYINGBIMAXIMAL FLAVOR MIXINGAND REDUCED LSND EFFECT�Wojieh KrólikowskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warszawa, Poland(Reeived Marh 7, 2000)A four-neutrino e�etive texture is desribed, where a sterile neutrinomixes nearly maximally with the eletron neutrino and so, it is responsiblefor the de�it of solar �e's (aording to the large-angle MSW solution orvauum solution, of whih the latter is seleted a posteriori). But, whilemaximal mixing of muon neutrino with tauon neutrino auses the de�itof atmospheri ��'s, the original magnitude of LSND e�et is redued byas muh as four orders, beoming unobservable.PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff, 14.60.Pq, 12.15.HhAs is well known, in addition to three ative neutrinos �e; ��; �� , onesterile neutrino �s, at least, is needed to explain in terms of neutrino osil-lations three neutrino e�ets: the de�its of solar �e's and atmospheri ��'sas well as the possible LSND exess of �e's in aelerator beam of ��'s [1℄.This is a phenomenologial reason for introduing sterile neutrinos. Fromthe theoretial viewpoint, however, sterile neutrinos may exist in Nature,whether the LSND e�et is real or not.In this paper, we desribe a four-neutrino e�etive texture implying bi-maximal mixing of �e with �s and �� with �� , but, at the same time, onlya tiny LSND e�et, redued by as muh as four orders of magnitude inomparison with its original estimation.In our texture, the mass matrix for ative neutrinos �e; ��; �� gets thesame form M = (M��) (�; � = e; �; �) as the mass matrix for hargedleptons e�; ��; �� (only the values of parameters are expeted to be di�er-ent). In order to operate with an expliit model, we aept in both asesthe ansatz [2℄� Work supported in part by the Polish KBN Grant 2 P03B 052 16 (1999�2000).(1759)



1760 W. Królikowski(M��) = 129 0� �" 2� 02� 4�(80 + ")=9 8p3�0 8p3� 24�(624 + ")=25 1A ; (1)where " > 0, � > 0 and � > 0 are three parameters, taking di�erent valuesfor neutrinos and harged leptons.In the ase of harged leptons, the ansatz (1) leads for � ! 0 to thepreditionm� ! 1776:80 MeV ; "! 0:172329 ; �! 85:9924 MeV ; (2)if experimental values ofme and m� are used as an input. In fat, the lowestperturbative alulation with respet to �=�, when applied to the eigenvalueequation for the matrix (1), gives in partiular [2℄m� = 6125 (351m� � 136me) + 10:2112����2 MeV= "1776:80 + 10:2112����2 # MeV : (3)When the experimental valuemexp� = 1777:05+0:29�0:26 [3℄ is used, Eq. (3) implies����2 = 0:024+0:028�0:025 (4)(i.e., �2 = 177+207�185 MeV2), what is not inonsistent with � = 0 (then Mbeomes diagonal). Impressive agreement of the predition for m� withthe experimental mexp� is our phenomenologial motivation for the use ofform (1) as the lepton mass matrix M . Methodologially, we onsider hereour form (1) of M as a detailed ansatz, though it an be somehow theoreti-ally supported (the interested reader may �nd some arguments in Appendixto Ref. [4℄).In ontrast to the harged-lepton ase, where �=� � 1 (and so, M isnearly diagonal), we onjeture in the neutrino ase that �=� � 1 (and itis small enough to get M nearly o�-diagonal). The reason is that only insuh a situation we an expet nearly maximal neutrino mixing, namely of�� with �� as it is preferably suggested by Super-Kamiokande experimentson the de�it of atmospheri ��'s [5℄. Then, in order to explain potentiallyalso the de�it of solar �e's [6℄ as well as the possible LSND e�et for a-elerator ��'s [7℄, we aept the popular hypothesis [1℄ that in Nature thereis a sterile neutrino �s whih may mix with ative neutrinos �e, ��, �� ,dominantly with �e.



A Four-Neutrino Texture Implying Bimaximal Flavor Mixing : : : 1761To onstrut an e�etive model of four-neutrino texture, we assume thatthe mass matrix for neutrinos �s; �e; ��; �� has the 4� 4 form M = (M��)(�; � = s; e; �; �), whereMs s = 0 ; Ms e = �Me � = Me s ; Ms� = 0 = M� s ; Ms � = 0 = M� s (5)are seven new matrix elements, while the rest of them are old, as givenin Eq. (1). Here, the ratio � � Ms e=Me � > 0 is a neutrino fourth freeparameter. The old neutrino free parameter " will be put zero (as seen fromEq. (2), even for harged leptons " is small). Then,Me e = 0 ; M�� = 49 80 �29 ; M� � = 2425 624 �29 : (6)The ratios � � M� �Me � = 299:52�� ; � � M��Me� = 116:848 � (7)are small, when �=�� 1 is small enough. Another possible sterile neutrino� 0s [8℄ might be in this ase pratially deoupled from the four �s, �e, ��, �� .Now, solving the eigenvalue equation for the 4 � 4 matrix M in the�rst perturbative order with respet to �, we obtain the following neutrinomasses:m0 = 2�29 �� 1p2 h49+�2 �p(49 � �2)2 + 4�2i1=2+12 149��' 2�29 "�r4849�+12 149�# ;m1 = 2�29 � 1p2 h49+�2 �p(49� �2)2 + 4�2i1=2+12 149��' 2�29 "r4849�+ 12 149�# ;m2 = 2�29 �� 1p2 h49+�2 +p(49 � �2)2 + 4�2i1=2 + 12 �4849� + ���' 2�29 ��7 + 12 �4849� + ��� ;m3 = 2�29 � 1p2 h49 + �2 +p(49 � �2)2 + 4�2i1=2 + 12 �4849� + ���' 2�29 �7 + 12 �4849� + ��� : (8)



1762 W. KrólikowskiHere, the seond step is valid in the linear approximation in �, what requiressmall �=7, while the former perturbative alulation with respet to � worksfor small �=7. We an onlude from Eqs. (8) that m3 & jm2j � m1 & jm0j.The neutrino diagonalizing 4 � 4 matrix U = (U� i) (� = s; e; �; �;i = 0; 1; 2; 3), suh that U yMU = diag (m0; m1; m2; m3), gets in the zeroorder with respet to � and in the linear approximation in � the followingform: (U� i) ' 0BBBB� 1p2 1p2 �49p2 �49p2�p487p2 p487p2 � 17p2 17p2� �49p2 � �49p2 1p2 1p217p2 � 17p2 �p487p2 p487p2
1CCCCA : (9)If the harged-lepton diagonalizing 3�3matrix is nearly unit due to the smallvalue (4) of �=�, the lepton ounterpart V = (Vi �) of the quark Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa matrix is approximately equal to U y = �U yi ��= (U�� i).Thus, in this approximation, the �elds�i =X� Vi ��� =X� U�� i�� (10)desribe four massive neutrinos �i (i = 0; 1; 2; 3) in terms of four �avorneutrinos �� (� = s; e; �; �). Hene,�� =Xi U� i�i ; j��i = �y�j0i =Xi U�� ij�ii : (11)Then, the neutrino osillation probabilities on the energy shell E readP (�� ! ��) = jh��jeiPLj��ij2= Æ� � � 4Xj>i U�� jU� jU� iU�� i sin2 xji ; (12)where L denotes the experimental baseline andxji = 1:27�m2jiLE ; �m2ji = m2j �m2i (13)with �mji, L and E expressed in eV, km and GeV, respetively. In Eq. (12)the eigenvalues of momentum operator P are pi =qE2 �m2i ' E�m2i =2E.Evidently, beause of real M� � and thus real U� i, the possible CP violationis here negleted.



A Four-Neutrino Texture Implying Bimaximal Flavor Mixing : : : 1763From Eqs. (12) and (9) we alulate in the zero perturbative order withrespet to � and linear approximation in � the following osillation proba-bilities:P (�e ! �e) ' 1� 482492 sin2 x10 � 4 � 48492 sin2 x21 � 1492 sin2 x32 ;P (�� ! ��) ' 1� sin2 x32 ;P (�� ! �e) ' 149 sin2 x32 : (14)In the �rst and third formula (14) we put approximately �m220 ' �m230' �m221 ' �m231 due to Eqs. (8) with � ' 0 (then, a linear term in �appearing in the third formula vanishes). Note from Eqs. (8) that�m210 ' 249r4849 �2�29�2 � � ; �m232 ' 14�2�29�2�4849� + �� (15)for small �=7 and �=7. Here, � = 5:9354 � 10�2� from the seond Eq. (7).If 1:27�m232 Latm=Eatm = O(1) and �m232 $ �m2atm � (3 to 3:5) �10�3 eV2 [5℄, the seond formula (14) is able to desribe osillations ofatmospheri ��'s (dominantly into �� 's) with maximal amplitude. Then,the seond Eq. (15) gives the estimate�2� � (4:3 to 5:1) � 10�2 eV2 : (16)Hene, if for instane � = O(1 eV) and O(102 eV), one gets � = O(10�2to 10�1) and O(10�6 to 10�5), respetively [then � = O(10�4 eV) andO(10�6 eV) as �� = 299:52� from the �rst Eq. (7)℄. In these ases jm2j 'm3 = O(10�1 eV) and O(10 eV), respetively. Reall that for hargedleptons the entral value of � = O(10 MeV) and � = O(102 MeV).On the other hand, if 1:27�m210 Lsol=Esol = O(1) and �m210 $ �m2sol �10�5 eV2 or 10�10 eV2 [6℄, the �rst formula (14) an desribe respetivelylarge-angle MSW osillations or vauum osillations of solar �e's (dominantlyinto �s's) with nearly maximal amplitude. In fat, it impliesP (�e ! �e) ' 1� 482492 sin2 x10 � 4 � 48 + 12 � 492 ' 1� 482492 sin2 x10 (17)due to x10 � x32 � x21. Then, from the �rst Eq. (15) we get the estimate�2� � � 5:2� 10�2 eV2 or 5:2� 10�7 eV2 ; (18)respetively.



1764 W. KrólikowskiThus, we �nd from Eqs. (16) and (18) that� � (1:2 to 1) or (1:2 to 1)� 10�5 ; (19)respetively. This shows that the matrix element Ms e is omparable orsmall versus Me �. Evidently, only the seond option (related to vauumosillations of solar �e's) an be ompatible with the mixing matrix (9)and so, with the osillation formulae (14), where �e ! �s osillations areresponsible for the disappearane of solar �e's. As a matter of fat, in suha ase, the large-angle MSW osillations of solar �e's, are known not toappear, in ontrast to their vauum osillations [6℄. Note that our four--neutrino e�etive texture favours omparatively large masses jm2j and m3for �2 and �3, sine the perturbative formula (9), applied here, requires � tobe smaller than �.In the ase of Chooz experiment searhing for osillations of reator��e's [9℄, where it happens that 1:27�m232 LChooz=EChooz = O(1), the �rstformula (14) leads toP (��e ! ��e) ' 1� 1492 sin2 x32 � 2 � 48492 ' 1 (20)sine x10 � x32 � x21. This is onsistent with the negative result of Choozexperiment.The third formula (14) implies the existene of �� ! �e neutrino osil-lations with the amplitude equal to 1=49 ' 0:02 and the mass-squared salegiven by �m232. Suh an amplitude is ompatible with the LSND estimation,say, sin2 2�LSND � 0:02, but the mass-squared sale �m232 � being equalto the atmospheri �m2atm � 3 � 10�3 eV2 � is smaller than the LSNDestimation, say, �m2LSND � 0:5 eV2 [7℄ roughly by two orders of magnitude.In onlusion, our four-neutrino e�etive texture may desribe orretlyboth de�its of solar �e's and atmospheri ��'s. Then, it predits the ex-istene of a tiny LSND e�et of the magnitude redued by four orders inomparison with the original LSND estimation. It is so, beausesin2�1:27�m232 LLSNDELSND � � sin2�1:2710�2�m2LSND LLSNDELSND � � 10�4 (21)for 1:27�m232 LLSND=ELSND � 1. This redued LSND e�et would be,therefore, pratially unobservable (for original L = LLSND and E = ELSND).Obviously, the experimental problem of existene of the LSND e�et,or of another realization of �� ! �e neutrino osillations, is ruial for alldisussions about neutrino texture. In partiular, a lear on�rmation of theoriginal LSND e�et would exlude our four-neutrino e�etive texture.



A Four-Neutrino Texture Implying Bimaximal Flavor Mixing : : : 1765In suh a ase, another version of four-neutrino texture or even the optionof three pseudo-Dira neutrinos (f. e.g., Refs. [4℄ and [10℄) might be invokedto explain all three neutrino-osillation e�ets: the de�its of solar �e's andatmospheri ��'s as well as the LSND e�et. This option involves three natu-ral Majorana sterile neutrinos mixing nearly maximally with three Majoranaative neutrinos, and produes three pairs of light mass-neutrino states. Itis in ontrast to the popular see�saw option, where the natural Majoranasterile neutrinos and Majorana ative neutrinos pratially do not mix, andwhere they produe heavy and light mass-neutrino states, respetively. Inthe see�saw option, small masses of the latter states are onditioned by largemasses of the former.If there is no LSND e�et (and atmospheri ��'s osillate dominantly into�� 's), then the option of three see�saw neutrinos �e ; �� ; �� with popularmass hierarhy m21 . m22 � m23 is, perhaps, the most natural one from thephenomenologial viewpoint. REFERENCES[1℄ Cf. e.g., C. Giunti, Talk at the ICFA/ECFA Workshop, Lyon, July 1999,hep-ph/9910336 and referenes therein.[2℄ W. Królikowski, Ata Phys. Pol. B30, 2631 (1999) and referenes therein.[3℄ Review of Partile Physis, Eur. Phys. J. C3, 1 (1998).[4℄ W. Królikowski, Nuovo Cim. A122, 893 (1999) and referenes therein.[5℄ Y. Fukuda et al. (Super-Kamiokande Collaboration), Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 1562(1998).[6℄ Cf. e.g., J.N. Bahall, P.I. Krastev, A.Y. Smirnov, Phys. Rev. D58, 096016(1998); hep-ph/9905220v2; hep-ph/0002293.[7℄ C. Athanassopoulos et al. (LSND Collaboration), Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 2650(1995); Phys. Rev. C54, 2685 (1996); Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 3082 (1996); 81,1774 (1998).[8℄ W. Królikowski, Ata Phys. Pol. B30, 227 (1999); in Theoretial Physis Finde Sièle, Pro. XII Max Born Symposium, Wroªaw, Poland, September 1998,ed. by A. Borowie et al., Springer, 2000, p. 251; f. also Nuovo Cim. A111,1257 (1998).[9℄ M. Appolonio et al. (Chooz Collaboration), Phys. Lett. B420, 397 (1998).[10℄ W. Królikowski, Ata Phys. Pol. B31, 663 (2000) and referenes therein.


